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General Materials and Supplies: Handout #12 - 15, stop watch, tape measure, ruler, tangrams, triangular dot paper , chart paper, markers
Google and copy for your participants Shel Silverstein’s poem “One Inch Tall”
Slide

Tasks/Activity
(slide 1) Introduction slide - Grade 8, Module 4
Welcome participants.

(slide 2) Proportional Reasoning
Indicate to the participants that the focus of this module is proportional reasoning.

(slide 3) Which is a Better Buy?
Which is a better buy – 12 tickets for $15.00 or 20 tickets for $23.00?
Have this slide on the screen as participants get settled. Have them work individually on a
solution.
(slide 4) Which is the Better Buy?
Solutions and strategies for the ticket problem
What is your answer?
How did you obtain your answer?
What are some strategies that your students might use?
Engage the group in a discussion of the ticket problem.
What methods might students choose to solve this problem? Have someone from one table
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report on the different strategies that were used. If possible, add other strategies.
Possible strategies:
Students might use a scaling strategy – finding the cost for a common number of tickets.
Multiply 12 by 5 and 20 by 3 to find the cost of 60 tickets. Or they might use a unit strategy –
finding the cost for one ticket.
(slide 5) Which is a Better Buy?
If a student values each ticket as worth $1.00 what might the student say about each deal?
Using additive reasoning
Suppose a student assigns a value of $1.00 for each ticket.
Under this assumption a student might solve the problem as follows.
If the tickets were worth $1.00 each, then buying 12 tickets for $15.00 or 20 tickets for $23.00
then each cost the buyer an extra $3.00. (Note that this is an additive strategy and not a
multiplicative strategy.)
Using proportional reasoning
If the student recognizes that the 12 tickets for $15 costs more per ticket, then the student has
identified the “better” deal using proportions.
(slide 6) Proportional thinking
As different ways to think about proportions are considered and discussed, teachers should help
students recognize when and how various ways of reasoning about proportions might be
appropriate to solve problems.
PSSM, 2000
Have a participant read the quote.
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(slide 7) Capstone of the Curriculum
“Proportional reasoning has been referred to as the capstone for the elementary curriculum and
the cornerstone of algebra and beyond.”
Van de Walle, J. A (2004). Elementary and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching
Developmentally. Pearson Learning Inc.
As a group, discuss the difference between a capstone (the crowning achievement; the
culmination) and a cornerstone (a fundamental basis). What is the significance of the concept of
proportional reasoning being a capstone at one level and a cornerstone at another?
(slide 8) Amazing – isn’t it?
“It is estimated that more than half of the adult population cannot be viewed as proportional
thinkers. That means that we do not acquire the habits and skills of proportional reasoning
simply by getting older.”
Van de Walle, J. A (2004). Elementary and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching
Developmentally. Pearson Learning Inc.
In small groups, discuss when and where (in addition to teaching mathematics) we use
proportional reasoning.
(slide 9) Research says …
“Research indicates that instruction can have an effect, especially if rules and algorithms for
fraction computation, for comparing ratios, and for solving proportions are delayed. Premature
use of rules encourages students to apply rules without thinking and, thus, the ability to reason
proportionally often does not develop.”
Van de Walle, J. A (2004). Elementary and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching
Developmentally. Pearson Learning Inc.
Discuss at your tables: What implications does this statement have for your classroom
instruction?
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Note that one implication is that students need more opportunity to recognize situations requiring
proportionality than drill with applying an algorithm to solve a proportion.
(slide 10) Teaching effectively
Instruction in solving proportions should include methods that have a strong intuitive basis.
PSSM, 2000
In a group of students who can successfully apply an algorithm, how can you distinguish
between those who reason proportionally and those who cannot?
Ask participants to discuss the second bullet with a partner and then share their ideas with the
group.
(slide 11) One Inch Tall by Shel Silverstein
MATERIALS: Print a copy of “One Inch Tall” for all of your participants, stop watch, tape
measure, ruler
We will investigate proportionality through the use of the poem “One Inch Tall” by Shel
Silverstein.
Be certain that you have downloaded the poem before presenting this module.
Read the poem to the group before going on to the next slides.
In the poem the author says that you could ride a worm to school. Is this statement plausible?
Would it be true that you could ride a worm if you were 1 inch tall?
(slide 12) Would This Be True?
In the poem the author also says that you could wear a thimble on your head.
Would this be true if you were only one inch tall?
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(slide 13) How About This?
Additionally, the author says that “it would take about a month to get down to the store.”
Would this be true if you were only one inch tall?

(slide 14) Let’s investigate!
If you were only one inch tall
Could you ride a worm to school?
Could you wear a thimble on your head?
Would it take a month to get to the store?
Assign one of the three problems to each group. Have participants discuss what information and
tools they would need to determine the plausibility of each of the statements.
(slide 15) Just the facts ma’am
What information will you need to solve these problems?
Use participant input to create a list of the information and tools they would need to determine
the plausibility of each of the statements. Consult the following information to add to their list
and to answer questions.
To solve problems one and two, participants will need to use proportionality to imagine a scale
model of a student shrunk to a height of 1 inch. They need to consider the resulting
circumference of a participant’s head or the resulting length of a student’s legs in relation to the
diameter of a cross section of a worm. Use the fact that common earthworms are about 5 inches
long with diameters of about ¼ inch or that the average circumference of a thimble is 2.25”.
(Because participants’ heights vary greatly, scale factors will vary greatly within a class.)
To answer the third question, participants will need the following information: a proportion for
the length of their stride versus their height and the number of strides that a typical person walks
per minute. Use a stopwatch and a tape measure to get distance-time readings for a typical
person. (What is a typical person?) Have participants determine how far away the store would
need to be in order for the assertion to be plausible – given a proportional change in the rate of
walking for a person shrunk to 1 inch.
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(slide 16) Time to investigate
Allow 15-20 minutes for groups to investigate the validity of their assigned statement.

(slide 17) Let’s talk
What are our conclusions?
Could you ride a worm to school?
Could you wear a thimble on your head?
Would it take a month to get to the store?
Discuss the results from the participants as well as the potential variety of student answers.
What are some extensions to this activity? (Graphing)
As results are discussed, participants should explain their strategies. (The investigations and
classroom discussion of the results should enhance students understanding of ratios.)
(slide 18) Increased student understanding
Problems that involve constructing or interpreting scale drawings offer students opportunities to
use and increase their knowledge of similarity, ratio, and proportionality.
PSSM, 2000
The purpose of this slide is to transition the group to the next activity.
(slide 19) Tangram Time
MATERIALS: Handout #13 “Tangrams”
Let’s use something as familiar as Tangrams to discuss proportional reasoning.
Part I: (pages 1-2 of handout #13)
Page 1 of handout #13 shows a Tangram. Use that Tangram to complete Part I of the handout.
In question 1 of the Tangram worksheet use proportional reasoning to determine the fractional
area of each piece of the Tangram.
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This activity should take 2-3 minutes. Discuss in groups the fractional part of the whole that
each Tangram piece represents. Share solutions as a whole group.
In questions 2-4, area and perimeter measurements of different pieces are given. Use
proportional reasoning to find the areas and perimeters of the remaining pieces. Allow
approximately 5 minutes for individual/pair work and then share solutions as a whole group.
(slide 20) Tangram time
MATERIALS: Tangrams
Part II: (page 3 of Handout #13 – “Tangram Composite Figures”)
If pieces A and B are connected to form one polygon, what could the lengths of the perimeters
be? What is the area for each new polygon?
Arrange pieces A and B in a variety of ways and determine the area and perimeter of each new
polygon that is formed. Explain any differences and similarities in the area and perimeter of
each new figure.
Perhaps 1 group could use figures A and B, one could use C and D, one could use E and F, etc.
This may be included for the LEA leaders to do more in depth with their teachers, as time
permits.
Answers to page 3:
The perimeter will most likely change. The area will not.
Part III: (pages 4-6 of Handout #13)
Use Tangram drawings to solve change of dimension problems. As the original Tangram is
dilated by a variety of factors. Investigate changes in the area and perimeter of each piece of the
Tangram. Each group will investigate the effect of four dilations on a single Tangram piece.
Have participants share their results.
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(slide 21) Investigation and Exploration
“Students who learned through investigation and exploration were not only more successful at
giving correct responses to proportional reasoning tasks but also better able to justify those
answers.”
Fey, J.T., Miller, J.L. (2000). Proportional Reasoning. Mathematics Teaching in the Middle
School. 5 (5), 312.
Hands-on manipulation and investigation of mathematical concepts is essential to student’s
understanding.
(slide 22) Continuing with our investigations...
While this slide is displayed, have participants take out the materials for the next activity:
Triangular dot paper, straight edge, chart paper, marker, handout #14.

(slide 23) The Sierpinski Triangle Activity
Use the following slides to lead the participants through the drawing of a Sierpinski triangle.

(slide 24) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 0
Using dot paper, construct an equilateral triangle of side length 16.
What is the area of this triangle?
At the first stage (stage 0) discuss and agree upon a value for area of the equilateral triangle.
Participants may agree that the original area is one unit, one triangular unit, or 256 triangular
units. (A good discussion of area and measurement might take place as time permits.)
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Create a chart on the chart paper with 4 columns. Suggested column headings: stage number,
number of triangles, area of one triangle, and the area of original triangle that is not shaded.
Update the chart at each stage of the construction.
(slide 25) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 1
Mark the midpoint of each side of the triangle
Join the midpoints to form 4 smaller triangles
Stage 1 occurs as follows: find the midpoint of each side of the original triangle and join them to
form four congruent equilateral triangles.
(slide 26) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 1
Determine some relationships between the new triangles and the original triangle
Similarity?
Congruence?
What is the area of each new triangle?
What fraction of the original triangle does each new triangle represent?
Discuss the similarity of the figures, the congruence of the angles, and the proportionality of the
sides.
(slide 27) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 1
Remove (shade) the center triangle
What fraction of the original area is not shaded?
Update the chart
Remove (shade) the center triangle. Determine what fraction of the original area is not shaded.
(If the group chose 1 as the area of the original triangle, the area of each new triangle will be ¼
and the fraction not shaded is ¾.)
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(slide 28) The Sierpinski Triangle
Stage 2
Bisect each side of the “new” (unshaded) triangles
Join the midpoints in each to form smaller triangles
Bisect each side of the three unshaded equilateral triangles as described on the slide.
(slide 29) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 2
Determine some relationships between the new triangles and the original triangle
Discuss similarity, congruence, proportionality, and area. Note that when calculating the fraction
of the area of the “largest” original triangle that the new “smallest” triangle represents, you might
count the total number of “smallest” triangles including those that would be created by joining
midpoints across the removed (large, shaded) triangle as well.
Remove (shade) the center triangles
What is the area of the new triangle?
What fraction of the original area is not shaded?
If the group chose 1 as the area of the original triangle, the area of each new triangle will be 1/16
and the fraction not shaded is 9/16.
(slide 30) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 3
Bisect each side of the “new” (unshaded) triangles
Join the midpoints in each to form a total of _?_ smaller triangles
Bisect each side of the “new” equilateral triangles.
Determine the total number of smaller triangles.
There are 64 triangles in stage 3, if you include the smaller triangles that would be created from
the removed (or shaded) regions.
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(slide 31) The Sierpinski Triangle
STAGE 3
Remove (shade) the center triangles
What fraction of the original area is not shaded?
Update the chart
Remove (shade) the center triangles. Discuss similarity, congruence, proportionality, and area.
(If the group chose 1 as the area of the original triangle, the area of each new triangle will be
1/64 and the fraction not shaded is 27/64.)
(slide 32) The Sierpinski Triangle
Is an example of a fractal (a self-similar object)
In general, a fractal is a geometric object whose parts are reduced-sized copies of the whole
Give some real-life examples of fractals
Introduce the concept of a fractal (a self-similar object). The Sierpinski Triangle is a very simple
fractal.
(slide 33) The Sierpinski Triangle
Determine a mathematical relationship for
The number of triangles at each stage
The area of each new triangle
The fraction of the original area that each new triangle represents
The fraction of the original area that is not shaded
Look at the data in the chart. Discuss the patterns formed by the number of triangles and the area
of each triangle.
Generate a formula for the number of triangles at each stage of the process (using n as the stage
number, the number of triangles is 4^n), their corresponding areas (the original area divided by
the number of triangles or A/(4^n)), and the fraction of the original triangle that is not shaded
(3/4)^n).
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(slide 34) The Sierpinski Triangle
What patterns emerge?
What if the iterations continued?
• What would be the area of one of the smallest triangles in the 4th iteration?
• What fraction of the original triangle would not be shaded at this stage?
• What about the 100th iteration?
• What is happening to the area of the un-shaded region as the number of iterations
grows?
Suppose you performed a fourth iteration of this process.
How many congruent triangles would you have? (256)
What would the area of each triangle be? (A/256)
What fraction of the original triangle is not shaded at this stage? ((3/4)^4)
If the process continued, let’s say for 100 iterations, what would the area of each triangle be?
You might want to look at a table of values on the calculator. (If the original area is 1, the area
after 100 iterations is 6 x 10^-61.) The more iterations, the closer the area gets to zero.
If the process continued, what fraction of the triangle is not shaded? Again, you might want to
look at a table of values on the calculator. The more iterations, the closer the area gets to zero.
(slide 35) The Sierpinski Triangle
What will your student think of this activity?
What mathematical concepts are covered in this activity?
Will you give this activity a try?
Is this something that your students could do?
What value does this activity have in developing students’ understanding of proportions?
What other mathematical concepts are covered in this activity?
(Patterns, limits, infinity)
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(slide 36) The Koch Snowflake
The Sierpinski Triangle was used to investigate the areas of self-similar objects. Another
example of a fractal is the Koch Snowflake. We will use the Koch Snowflake to conduct an
investigation of perimeter.

(slide 37) The Koch Snowflake
MATERIALS: Triangular dot paper, straight edge, chart paper, markers, handout #15
STAGE 0
Using dot paper, construct an equilateral
triangle of side length 9
What is the perimeter of this triangle?
Use triangular dot paper.
Begin with an equilateral triangle of side length 9. This triangle represents stage 0. Agree upon
a value for the perimeter of this triangle. (27 is a good choice though the group might choose 3
or some other value.)
Create a chart including a column for the stage number and the perimeter of the figure at each
stage.
(slide 38) The Koch Snowflake
STAGE 1
Trisect each side of the triangle
Remove (erase) the middle segment of each side
Divide each side of the original triangle into 3 segments of equal length and remove (erase) the
middle section.
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(slide 39) The Koch Snowflake
STAGE 1
Create a new equilateral triangle on each side of the original triangle by adding two segments of
the same length as the erased segment onto the side. The erased segment will be the base of the
new equilateral triangle
(slide 40) The Koch Snowflake
The new shape will be a six-pointed star
What is the perimeter of the star?
Determine the perimeter and update the stage number and the perimeter of the figure in the chart.
(If the original triangle had a perimeter of 27 units, the perimeter of the star will be 36 units.)
(slide 41) The Koch Snowflake
STAGE 2
Reiterate the process described in Stage 1
First trisect of each side of the triangle
Remove (erase) the middle segment of each side
Divide each side of the star into 3 segments of equal length and remove (erase) the middle
section.
(slide 42) The Koch Snowflake
STAGE 2
Create a new equilateral triangle on each side of the 6-pointed star by adding two segments of
the same length as the erased segment onto the side. The erased segment will be the base of the
new equilateral triangle.
Create a new equilateral triangle on each side of the star by adding two segments of the same
length as the erased segment onto the side; the erased segment will be the base of the new
triangle.
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(slide 43) The Koch Snowflake
STAGE 2
The new figure should look like a snowflake
What is the perimeter of the new figure?
Update the chart with the stage number (2) and the perimeter of the figure.
(If the group chose 27 units as the perimeter of the original triangle, the perimeter of the
snowflake will be 48 units.)
(slide 44) The Koch Snowflake
Look at the value of the perimeter at each stage
Is there a pattern here?
The perimeter of each figure is __?__ times the perimeter of the previous figure.
Participants should discuss the value of the ratio of the perimeter at consecutive stages of the
snowflake. (The answer is 4/3.)
(slide 45) The Koch Snowflake
How many iterations would it take to obtain a perimeter of 100 units? (Or as close to 100 as you
can get.)
Participants should conclude that 4 iterations would yield a perimeter of 85 1/3. The perimeter
after 5 iterations would be 113 7/9.
As you perform more and more iterations, what happens to the value of the perimeter and the
area?
Suppose that you could continue doing this many, many times.
Before you advance to the next slide, discuss as a group the value of perimeter and the area as
the iterations continue; it is not necessary to obtain a numerical answer.
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(slide 46) The Koch Snowflake
An infinite perimeter encloses a finite area … now that’s amazing!
The value of the perimeter increases without bound. The perimeter at stage is equal to the
original perimeter multiplied by (4/3)^n. The area of the snowflake is bounded by the circle that
circumscribes its.
What will your student think of this activity?
Will you give this activity a try?
Discuss each of the following questions as a whole group or in small groups:
Is this something that your students could do?
What value does this activity have in developing students’ understanding of proportions?
What other mathematical concepts are covered in this activity?
(Patterns, limits, infinity)
(slide 47) Summarizing the Work
What mathematical concepts and skills are addressed in these activities?
Understanding of and computation with real numbers
Understanding of and use of measurement concepts
Understand of and use properties and relationships in geometry
Have participants discuss these in their groups. Are there any others?
(slide 48) Proportional Reasoning Activities
One Inch Tall
Tangrams
Sierpinski Triangle
Koch Snowflake
What are your favorite proportional reasoning activities?
Reflect on the activities presented in the module and ask participants to share other related and
relevant activities that they have used in their classrooms.
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(slide 49) What Big Ideas Are Addressed?
Fluency with different types of reasoning (quantitative, additive, multiplicative, proportional) is
necessary for mathematical development
Fluency (accuracy, efficiency, flexibility) using operations with rational numbers becomes
solidified in the middle grades
Have a participant read the Big Ideas from this and the following slide.
(slide 50) … the BIG ideas
Two dimensional figures are viewed in the rectangular coordinate plane and transformations of
two dimensional figures within the plane may produce figures that are similar and/or congruent
to the original figure.

(slide 51) Essential Standards?
How do these activities address NC’s Essential Standards?
In what ways do these activities offer opportunities for students with strong visualization skills to
be successful in mathematics classes?
What final comments do you have about proportional reasoning?
Use the NEW Essential Standards to determine their relationship between the activities presented
in Module 4.
Assuming the dimensions for the triangles, the bisections and trisections in these activities
provide relationships that students may assume visually before they are verified with arithmetic
or algebra.
(slides 52-55) Credits and closing slides
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